5 of the best... fake tans

Sun-thing special ... the best fake tans
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SUMMER holidays means bare arms and legs, which can spell fear for those blessed with a pale complexion. But
worry not.
Get the ultimate beauty boost with a natural colour designed to compliment your skin tone.
Here LAUREN NAYLOR gives her favourite products for tanning perfection.
1. Xen-Tan Deep Bronze Luxe Premium Sunless Tan (£15.95, feelunique.com): Xen delivers a beautiful olive-hued tan.
This instant tan gets darker over the hours with its time-release formula. With Vitamin E, Shea butter and antioxidants, the
fresh vanilla scent makes it a winning combination.
2. L'Oreal Body Expertise NutriSummer 24hr Moisturising Lotion Gradual Sunkissed Look (£7.45, Boots): Moisturise your
skin while delivering a beautiful natural-looking colour. This self-tan is tailored to match your skin tone to build a subtle
glow. With its hydrating properties, this tan is best for those with fair/medium skin.
3. Sun-Believable TAN ME Self Tan Mousse and Mitt (£30, John Lewis): Perfect for busy girls on the go, this fast-drying
mousse comes in two shades – medium and bronzed goddess dark. The odourless tanning mousse has a guide colour to
ensure a streak-free finish and it lasts up to ten days.
4. Rodial Brazilian Tan (£40, asos.com): Designed for lighter skin tones, this ultra-dark tan is perfect for those who want to
cheat their way to a dark hue. It gives a deep chocolate colour on application and dries in one minute flat. It will transform
fair skin to a Brazilian-babe brown.
5. South Seas Tahitian Tan Mist (£20, stripwaxbar.com): An amazing tan which gradually darkens over time after
application. With Vitamin A (for anti-ageing) and no parabens (i.e no nasty chemicals), this is perfect for anyone who has
sensitive skin and loves a medium-toned tan.

